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7T7TTT7 £ X^ -X^ "-1XW^d w < oo. rX '(co) [X(«Ji It is evident that summability \R, X, 0| is equivalent to absolute convergence.
For convenience we shall adopt the alternative definition throughout the present paper.
1.2. Let /(/) be a periodic function with period 27r and integrable (E) over ( -it, it) . Without loss of generality the constant term in the Fourier series oí fit) can be taken to be zero, so that Y«,r0) = f«-r(<)/**i Ö«,,(0 = ha-rit)/lT; e(w) = exp {(log co)1+1'"} ;
£("-t) = 2_) {«(«>) -e(w) }"<?(») cos »/; E(r)(w, i) =-E(w, <); naco óVr
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use o log (*/«) J t log («/«) (*(<)), » ^-Fit). of 1.3. The object of this paper is to generalise our previous work(2) done in the subject and to establish theorems of a very general character concerning the absolute Riesz summability, for a rapidly increasing type, of the Fourier series, its conjugate series, and their derived series. These theorems are stated in §2.1. It will be seen that Theorem 1 is the analogue, for absolute summability, of a theorem on ordinary Riesz summability of Fourier series, recently obtained by Wang [9] , for the case in which a is a positive integer èl. It may be mentioned that the four theorems of this paper include as particular cases Theorems 4, 6, 7 
Theorem
X. If a is an integer 2:1, andi3) tpait) log ik/t) is of bounded variation in (0, t), then the Fourier series of fit), at t = x, is summable \R, eico), a + X\. Theorem 2. If a is an integer 2:1, and if (i) ^"(i) log ik/t) is of bounded variation in (0, w) and (ii) \ipait) | /t is integrable (E) over (0, it), then the conjugate series of the Fourier series of fit) ,att = x, is summable | E, e(«), a + X \.
3. If r is an integer èl, and ya,rit) log ik/t) is of bounded variation in (0, 7r), then the rth derived series of the Fourier series of fit), at t = x, is summable |E, e(co), a +11, for every integral a^r.
4. If r is an integer èl, and if (i) 0a,r(O log ik/t) is of bounded variation in (0, it) and (ii) \da,rit)\/t is integrable (E) over (0, it), then the rth derived series of the conjugate series of the Fourier series of fit), at t = x, is summable I R, eico), a + X \, for every integral a^r.
2.2.
We require a number of lemmas for the proofs of our theorems. (2) Under publication in the Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society. (s) In the enunciation of the theorems of this paper it is sufficient to take k>ir. Since it is immaterial what particular value k has, for the sake of convenience we assume k>ea+iv in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3.
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[May Lemma 1 [6, 7] . If a series 22" an is summable \R, X, r|, rèO, then it is summable \R, X, r'\ for r'>r. ii) S™ = 0in+h+1) for 0 < t S X/n;
(ii) S™ = 0(«riW>) + 0(/-1r(p+2>) for X/n<lS r;
(iii) Snk) = 0in+k+1) for 0 < t S X/n; (iv) Sn = Oyn t ) + 0(re t ) for X/n < t S t;
(v) when p is an even integer 2:2, ,-,(*) ,-., max(p,i-l)
C" = 0(ra ).
Proof. We write C being the lacet formed by the circle | u-X | =r (r < 11 -eu\ ), and the line (1+r, oo ) described twice in opposite directions. It is plain that o(») = Oír*-1)
uniformly. Also, taking r = 1/2», we estimate that Win) = Oink-H~2).
Hence, we finally have snk) = Oif"'1) + Oin^f2) for X/n < t S ti.
We now proceed to derive the results (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3. Since S$ is derived from 23(cos w0p ¡n the same manner as s*5 is derived from 23c»>
we have (*> . *+p+i Next, treating W(t,)in) in just the same way as we treated Win), we find that W^in) = Oin"-H-^+^).
Thus finally Sn = 0(w t ) + Oin t ) for X/n < l S *.
The results (iii) and (iv) of the lemma follow from the results (i) and (ii), when we observe that (sin «0P = »(cos »Op-i-The result (v) follows from the result (ii) by using the identity cos «7r = ( -l)n.
Lemma 4 [3]. Let
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Hence 3 is a sum of constant multiples of terms each of which equals 0{(logw/w)}, so that, finally, e(w)72 = 0{ (log w/w) e°+1(co)}.
The proof of (2.23) proceeds on essentially the same lines as that of (2.22) ; the integral f e«(x) (-J {e(w) -eix)} a+1dx
replaces 3 with corresponding differences in details. This completes the proof of (2.21). Hence
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
Lemma 8.
Proof. The proof of this lemma proceeds along the same lines as that of Lemma 6. Suffice it to observe that in the analysis £(x) and 0>>(x) will be replaced by @(x) and <Sa(x), where ©(x) = 23 (cos »Oa-i and <S"(x) = 23 (x ~~ w)"(cos «0«-i. Also, by repeated application of Abel's transformation and Lemma 3, as in the proof of (2.24), we estimate that ©°(x) =0(x<"-1r(a+1)). is convergent.
The result follows immediately on application of Lemma 9.
Lemma XX. If pis an integer such that XSpSa-X, then the series 23 ( "~ 1 ) "n" is summable \R, eico), a + X\. This is essentially a combination of the results of Lemma 6 and Lemma 10.
Lemma 12 [l] . If the series 23i°° an is summable \R, X, r\, r>0, and p. is a logarithmico-exponential function of X such that p = 0(XA), where A is a constant, then the series 23" an is summable \R, p, r\.
Lemma 13 [5] . The necessary and sufficient conditions that (i) E(0 log ik/t) be of bounded variation in (0, rj) and (ii) | Fit) | /t be integrable (E) over (0, v), ?? being positive, are that fS log ik/t) |¿E(0| < °° and E(+0) =0. is convergent owing to the bounded variation of tpait) log ik/t) in (0, it). Hence it will suffice for the proof of the theorem to show that according as a is even or odd. Thus proving the convergence of the integral E is the same thing as proving the summability | R, e(w), « + l| of the series 23«"Xn, where X" is the Fourier cosine-constant of the even function »«/log I k/u\, defined by periodicity outside ( -x, x) , or of the series 23w<*Mn, where pn is the Fourier sine-constant of the odd function »«/log \k/u\, defined by periodicity outside ( -x, x), according as a is even or odd.
Let a be even, and let 
(2« -2p + 1) ! Therefore, by Lemma 11, 23w"^n is summable \R, eico), a + X\. Hence from (3.16) it follows that 23«"Xn is summable \R, e(co), a-f-l|.
The case in which a is odd can be treated similarly.
Proof of (3.12). Proof of (3.13).
---£(«)(«, u)du t log ik/u) 
Proof of Theorem 2.
In view of Lemma 13, Theorem 2 can be put in the following equivalent form.
Theorem 2a. If a is an integer 21, and if (i) fl log ik/t)\d\pait)\ < °°a nd (ii) ^a(+0)=0, then the conjugate series of the Fourier series of fit), at t = x, is summable ¡R, e(w), ct + l|.
We proceed to prove Theorem 2a. Since Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 2, it is sufficient for our purpose to establish only the following. In the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2 we have only to replace ypait) by da.rit) to establish the above results.
The case in which r is odd can be dealt with similarly. This completes the proof of Theorem^.
